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Introduction
Depending on what magazine you read or what alarming headline comes in your inbox, we are either
doing great or dealing with sluggishness. In spite of the growth of certain industries, we know that
nations are in debt, the BRICS are slowing down, and the Russian and Arab Springs have disappointed.
Those issues may be behind some of the results reported in the Business Priorities 2014 survey we
conducted. This survey had two parts, so we will cover the business goals and issues in Part One. In Part
Two, we will cover the technology and B2B/supplier-customer integration that was also part of the
survey.
Are We Retrenching?
No doubt, survey results have all kinds of responses from the wildly exuberant to the cynical. But when a
particular area has a strong showing, it tends to have credibility.
Since we started doing these surveys, we have seen the previous decade of the squeeze and cost cutting
during the recession, followed by this decade which has a much more optimistic view of markets and
the future. However, this year, respondents expressed bigger concerns about the economy. The weak
economy was listed by both B2B and B2C companies as a major challenge. This may be the reason, as
companies consider growth plans, that they told us they are looking closer to home for that growth.
Cost cutting was listed as a big issue with more than 40% of B2B and 20+% of B2C companies listing that
as a challenge and focus. B2C has a huge list of technology to-dos due to the competitive landscape as
well as changing shopper preferences; however, too much retrenching can have catastrophic results for
them. Omni-channel, new formats, promotions, and rethinking supply chain continue to dominate the
thinking in retail. RFID is again hitting the headlines for retailers, as well.
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B2B manufacturers and logistics firms have more traditional—but painful—challenges, which have been
ongoing for years, such as supplier collaboration, visibility, quality, and inventory management. No
doubt, everyone wants to improve, but their to-do list and the technologies they want to consider has
not changed much over the last few years, except in the areas of social and mobile. B2B has shown a
real inclination to use social supply chain to help manage their complex relationships. Although the
implementations were limited in the past, social is climbing up the list of technology areas for evaluation
and purchase for 2014.
So let delve into the responses.

Corporate Goals
When peering behind the basic answers to see who answered, there is a fork in the road. Those
companies selling to consumers seem a bit more adventuresome than the B2B. Respondent population
was fairly evenly distributed. 52%% were B2B and 48% were B2C companies.

Figure 1: Top Business Goals
You can see that 46% of the total group of respondents were looking for growth in domestic markets vs.
18% in export. Since the group is almost evenly split between B2B and B2C companies, they do share
some major trend issues here. And when asked about their growth strategies, B2B was often focused on
core: 42% said they plan to “Grow existing accounts (deeper relationships with existing customers,
markets and so-on).” In contrast, but also similar in attitude, were the B2C respondents with +39%
answering they intend to “Focus on and acquire new customers within our core market segment.” So
B2C is looking for new customers (who isn’t?), but only a few will step into new segments. B2B may be
looking more to increase revenue-per-customer.
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Figure 2: Growth Strategies
When we compare strategies, certain answers are pretty much what you would expect, such as B2B
being more interested in partners than B2C; or with respect to international vs. domestic expansion, B2B
being more international than the B2C. Or B2B thinking about new industries. Or B2C conducting more
marketing campaigns.
But one surprise we had was the higher number of respondents who noted an increase in products in
the core market. We hear so much about SKU explosion, but it appears that B2B was a little more
interested—17% vs. 13% for B2C—in doing this. For B2C, this wasn’t a statistic that jumped out.
© ChainLink Research 2014 – All Rights Reserved
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One note on expansion that was also interesting in B2B is they appear to be more interested in
expansion in BRICS than established markets. Certainly the BRICS represent, not only cheaper
productions costs, but potential new markets. But with China and India, for example, reporting more
modest growth numbers, outsourcing to low-cost countries will still make sense for some, but there may
not be a stampede for retail outlets. The last few years saw leading retailers doing some pretty
aggressive expansion into new countries and adding more stores. Those plans may slow down a bit until
retailers can extract value from all these new technologies, as well as see more positive economic news.

Challenges and Solutions
2013 brought some unplanned but critical
priorities to the market for both suppliers
and retailers. Suppliers saw another year
of headlines on supply chain risk—weather
was again in the headlines. But human
catastrophes in Bangladesh were also.
Other supplier fiascos such as fires, labor
strikes, and so on may have been kept
from the headlines, but nonetheless, they
have major consequences for suppliers.
Also of note on the supply side is the
tumult in transportation. Both retailers and
suppliers are becoming painfully aware of
the challenges and changing dynamics in
logistics. 1 From slow, and often invisible, inbound ocean transport 2 to congestion in ports and at dock
doors, hands-off logistics strategies are changing as many retailers are now taking a much more handson approach.
On the consumer-side, Omni-channel, new service options like home delivery/same-day 3 delivery are
challenging the model for customer fulfillment.
And then the cyber security issue for retailers hit the headlines superseding all our holiday cheer.
Although B2C companies showed more interest in this topic, it did not jump out as one of their super
high priorities. Again a surprise.

1

Read Speed Bump in Global Transportation
Read Journey to Visibility
3
Read Home Delivery…
2
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Figure 3: Top Challenges
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What Will They Do about It?

Supply Chain Improvement Priorities
Cost reduction

32%
32%
22%

Inventory management
Manufacturing/production process
Supply chain technology
implementation
Demand forecasting
Warehouse management
Meet changing customer/market
demands
Sales and operations planning
Strategic sourcing
The least exotic, but highest priority, issue is cost reduction. Supplier performance
This dreary mantra continues. Inventory management—
Supplier compliance
another year-in and year-out favorite—continues to occupy New product introduction process
the mind of businesses.
Pricing management
Regulatory compliance
Companies have been quite successful at cost cutting the
Transportation management
last few years and many have amassed a lot of cash during
Distribution management
the recent recession. So rather than continue to cut costs
Network planning and optimization
with a table saw, they are now using scalpels with a variety
(plant, DC, store locations)
of technology and business projects that enhance other
Merchandise strategies
performance characteristics while cutting costs.
Omni-channel management
Supply chain risk management
Disappointing responses include the low response rate on
Global trade strategies and
responsibility/sustainability. Considering all the concerns
execution
about source and fair trade, as well as the continued push
Supplier risk management
for green, this was deemed a priority for only about 6% of
Corporate social responsibility/
the respondents.
sustainability
However, risk is moving up the curve. (Some researchers
Store operations/customer
lump CRO with risk, but we see these as different, but of
experience
course, related issues.) Across the value chain,
Trade promotions
organizations are realizing that managing risk is a central
Procurement
issue. 4
Last mile and/or home delivery
Other, please specify...
Transportation is also moving up. 5 This is an area that
Auto-id/RFID, product & asset
manufacturers, wholesale distributors, and retailers are all
tracking and traceability
focused on. Again, we see some similarities and disparities
between B2B and B2C companies. (See Figures 4b and 4c).
Service planning and execution
Enterprises, as never before, are facing huge to-do lists to
remain competitive. Cut costs, yet do more. Be secure, be
social. Collaborate, yet protect your intellectual property
and brand. These and other priorities call for more focus on
results. (See Figure 4a side bar). Companies, though they
have long-term strategies, are also looking for projects with
big paybacks that can be implemented within the year.
CEOs have little patience for long-term turnarounds, as
unreasonable (or unrealistic) as that might be.

22%
21%
20%
18%
18%
16%
16%
15%
14%
14%
13%
13%
12%
12%
10%
10%
9%
7%
7%
6%
6%
6%
5%
3%
6%
2%
2%

Figure 4a: SC Improvement Priorities
4
5

Read Supply Chain Risk Solutions.
Read Transportation Systems Redefined.
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B2C Priorities
Retailers and etailers face an unremitting and constantly growing list of priorities: Omni-channel, sameday/home delivery, new shopper segments, SKU explosion, increased seasons and fast product cycles,
mobile, social, RFID. But interestingly, warehouse management was high on the list as a business focus
(a little less so for IT spend). In talking to various retailers, we learned that part of the reasoning is the
need for Omni-fulfillment strategies. Distribution Centers are no longer merely consolidation and
transshipping locations, but ecommerce one-each fulfillment centers. Warehouse integration directly to
the shelf is also critical for fast-cycle replenishment for retailers.

Figure 4b: B2C Investment Priorities
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B2B Priorities
Here we are seeing focus on the basic blocking and tackling of supply chain—manufacturing,
transportation, sourcing, compliance, warehouse management, and demand planning. Much of this
focus is on getting better at, and leveraging investment in, existing processes. So the priority does not
exactly match the purchase plans. You can see this in Figure 5c where we compare the priority to the
purchase plans (in the next section).
However, there is a renewed focus on the sales channels—both CRM and ecommerce technology
purchases. This makes sense, since the business priority for manufacturers is also an Omni-channel one.
We find it interesting that categories like sales and operations planning, demand planning and
sourcing—all critical issues for corporate performance—remain high year after year. These areas often
suffer from a shortage of expertise, with many companies reporting both personnel and skills shortages.
As mentioned, supplier risk, new product introductions, and compliance are conspicuous in importance.

Figure 4c: B2B Investment Priorities
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Show Me the Money
So what will companies actually invest in this year? Outward, customer- and partner-facing technology
seems to be at the top. You see channel-oriented investments such as ecommerce and CRM jump out.
Also all things integrative with partners and customers—B2B Integration (EDI, Managed File Transfer
solutions, Workflows, Business Process) and social networking. Interestingly, all these top categories are
also healthy IT markets with many competitors who are doing well. 6
The journeymen technology areas—ERP, supply chain, and CRM—are surely not going away and still are
the biggest markets. The interest shows they will continue to be for some time to come. However, social
network is popping up as a purchase item in several surveys we did. Here it is holding its own with other
technology areas—and in fact, is a bit ahead.

All Respondents

Figure 5a: Technology Investment Priorities
6

The exception is social which, as an emerging space for B2B, has several excellent smaller players (MACROLYNK), but is often
provided as a feature in existing platforms (Epicor, SYSPRO, TAKE, Yammer, Chatter, etc.). More on social here.
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When comparing the difference between the two communities (Figure 5b), obvious differences
manifest. For example, RFID and Home Delivery both are retailer issues; whereas, PLM is more a
manufacturing issue.
However, as more retailers go private label, they look more and more like manufacturers. And as more
manufacturers and wholesalers sell more direct, they start looking like retailers. So one lesson to learn
from all this is that painting the picture with broad brushstrokes no longer works in the marketplace.

Technology Investment Plans 2014
60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

B2C
B2B

0%

Figure 5b: Technology Priorities 2014
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Figure 5c: Comparing Supply Chain Priorities to Technology Spending
Comparing the technology investment plans between B2B and B2C is interesting, but so is looking at
priorities vs. what the actual planned purchasing might be (Figure 5c). In many cases, companies already
have the technology, so although the business priority may be high, they already have a foundation to
work with.
Though outright purchase of new modules may not be in the plan, tech companies should still be
offering additional services to ensure that users are leveraging their existing technologies. Often,
technology companies chase the next big deal and miss this important issue. It benefits the customer’s
performance realization, and is a revenue opportunity for the supplier.
In the next installment, we will drill into trading partner and customer integration.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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